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SIOMY

thousands of hours of satisfactory service.

Historically, titanium and its alloys have
been proven capable of performing efficiently and
satisfactorily in both airframe and aircraft gasturbine engines. Nevertheless, under certain conditions, titanium and its alloys are known to be
capable of ignition and combustion.
This note wag
prepared to review the conditions under which the
ignition and combustion of aircraft components
were most likely to occur as well as to assess the
actual incidences of such fires.
Laboratory tests have shown that sheets of
commercially pure titanium and several of its alloys
can be ignited in air using an oxyacetylene torch
and heating these materials to their melting temperaturts (about 3000 F).
The sensitivity of titanium
toward ignition and combustion in oxyqgn atmospheres
increases with Increasinq oxygen pressure and concentration such that with sufficiently hiqh prossures and concentrations, burning can occur at appreciably lower temperatures.
Once ignited, titanium sheet will continue to
burn in the presence of a high-velocity air ntrpam.
Also, at least superficial burning has been observerd
on titanium components which have been subjected to
moderate temperatures and high-rubbing-velocity
friction loads In air. Similarly, it has been
shown that a thermite reaction can be initiated and
propagated on an unheated, 0.025-inch-thick sheet of
the Ti-6AI-4V alloy by subjecting this material to
molten droplets of mild steel in the presence of a
high-velocity air Jet. Finally, the sliding friction of titanium on bare or foamed runways can be
expected to cause sIqnificant friction sparking of
titanium. The rpsultinq -parks can Ignite fuel
mists.
Reports were received of 8 aircraft gasturbine fires involving titanium components In USproduced engines and in 5 engines produced in
Canada or England.
11ille details on many of these
experiences are lackinq, the available information
Suggests most of these fires were caused either by
the rubbing friction of titanium parts (due to improper parts desiqn and/or service failures of
other components) or by the service failure of
other components, I.e., sparking of steel rotor
blades and a subseqpuent thermite reaction,
No aithenticated report.s of any fires involvInq titanium airframe struct~ires were received.

hIlstorically, titanimi and Its alloys have
proven capable of performing efficiently in a varnety of airframe as well as aircraft qas-turbine engine applications. Thus, unalloyed titanium sheet
as well as a numlber of its alloys have been used as
skin material in selected areas, as structural elements and as crack stoppers in airframe and fuselage
construction as well as for firewall construction.
Also, hundreds of enqines Incorporating titanium
alloy components in the compressor stage and subjected to temperatures througqh 700 F have aqgregated

Nevertheless, under certain conditions, titanium and its alloys are capable of ignition and
combustion. This technical note attempts to Idpntify the laboratory and service conditions under
which the ignition and combustion of slimulatpd or
real titanium aircraft components Pither Is likely
to occur or has actually occurred,
it Is based, in
part, on the following earlier Defense Metals Information Center menioranlat
DMIC Memorandum R9, "Sumary of Present Information on Impact Senplitivity of Titanium
Wen Exposed to Various Oxidizers", March 6,
l~6l
DMIC Mpmorandum 163, "Reactivity of Metals
With Liqlid and Gaseous Oxyqen", January I5,9
This note also suminarizes Information obtained
recently by phone, lettlers, and/or personal Interviews will, two of the leadinq airfrate producers and
all of the US aircraft qa.-turbine enlinp manifactirers, as well as a nuimbner of US Government Agencies
includinq the US Air Force.
This note does not disciss In detail tLhe reactivity of titanium with liquid oxyaen or the Impact sensitivity of titanii,, in the presence of
oxygen and other oxidizers.
Ilence, it should be
regarded as a supplement to, iatlwer than as a substitute for, the two DMIC nmunranda listed above.
Neither does this note concern the fire and explosive hazards associated with the preparation or
handling of titanium sponge, powder, scrap, and Ingots, or with the preparation (of mill products.
For the record, DMIC notesfthai extensive studies in
this area hive resulted in Ive adoption of certain
standards(ý-I* which have been widoly accepted.
T IGNITION AND 2MTIONOIARACTERISTICS
OF PASSIVE TITANIIU
A number of laboratory and field tests Ihave
been conducted to explore the conilLions under which
massive titanium metal conponents can be Iqnlited and
made to burn. Most of these studies were Intended
to simulate conditions which might arige from malfunctions in aircraft, engines, or Limtr supporling
structures.
These experiences are conveniently discussed according to whether the lest environment
consisted of air or oxyqen-rich qaspoum, mixtures.
Air Environment
The experiences reported to date have

enepak

shown that, in the absence of molten iron oxideia)
*

(a)

References cited are apponded al the end of this
note.
Thermite reactions of titanium with Iron oxide
are discussed separately below.

ly
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massive titanium cannot be ignited in ordinary air

five thicknesses of sheet (0.016-, 0.(20-, 0.(25-

atmospheres without the applf.stion of an external
source of heat. Further, these experiences s,,gqest
that even with the application of heat, flame or
metal temperatures approaching the melting point of
the metal (about 3000 F) are necessary for lqnItion
to occur.

0.032-, and 0.040-inch) and one dianet.er of wire
(0.0625 inch), all of comercially pire tit.anulmm.
In this case, after reaching the desired tempprallirp,
the materials were subjected to an air or oxyqen
blast from a 3/16-inch-diameter Jet sitlaPtd PPrpendiclilar to the surface of the specimen at a distance
of 1/2 itch. The ignition behavior of these maleriais as a function of thickness and air velocity is
sut.marized in Figure 1. No difference In ignition
temperatures was found when oxyge.n wa- substituuted
for air In the impinging jet.
It. was concluled that.
"the spontaneous ignition tenperature of con,,,rcially
pure titanium sheet and wire in an air or oxyqen
stream at 470 and 680 ft/sec...(was) in excrs of
3000 F."

Torch.-Hetina Experiments
Several investigations( 2 ,3) performed in the
early 1950's established the usefulness of titanium
as a material for aircraft firewall constroction,
an application In which titanium continues to serve
today In a variety of military and civilian aircraft.
To the knowledge of t1C,
the acceptance of titanium
for this application is bas-d on a number of independent laboratory tests which demonstrated its ability
to resist Ignition and combustion on exposure in air
to flam
temperatures up to and Including 2000 F.

--

a
The Civil Aeronautics Administration is among
the various groups yhich have evaluated titanium for
In this particular study, tests
this applicati on.(3)
wre pe.formed on three grades of commercially pore
titanium and the TI-5AI-2.5Sn alloy to determine
their strength to 1800 F and their resistance to ai
2000 F flame. The tensile tests showed that, as
would be expected, the strengths of all the titanium
sheet materials decreased rapidly with incroasinq
In the flame tests,
temperatures above 1000 F.
24 x 24-inch sheets of these materials were exposed
for 15 minutes to a 2000 F flame from an oil buirner
which consumed 2 gallonr of kerosene per hour. The
flame contact area was elliptical in shape, having
major and minor axes of 12 and 6 inches, regspectively.
Tests were conducted under the followinq condittonst
(1)

equal pressure on each side of the firewall

(2)

a 5-psi pressure differential across the
firewall, and

(3)

a 15-psi pressure differential,

None of the titanium materials ignited in t.heo tests
and the specimens tested under no load "served a-, an
effective firewall". However, considerable distortion occurred to the specimens tested uonier a 5-psi
pressure differential and a 15-psi pressure differential caused failure in two specimens.
At least one report is available which attests
to the satisfactory Inflight performance of a titanium firewall. T1tul, in 1957, the Daglas Aircraft
Company reported.t4
that "a...practical test of the
ability of this...*(titanium firewll)"matevial to
resist fire occurred in December, 195, when a DC-7
Italy, experienced
aeroplane operating out of Rom,
a fire on its Number 3 engine".
Several studies have show that sheet titanilim
can be ignited by heating the metal In air to high
temperatures.
Wustinghouse,(5) for example, observed
that 0.125-inch-thick strips of unalloyed titanium
were ignited by torch heating the metal to its meltIng range.
On removing the flame, burning ceased
almost immediately, even in the presence of a blast
of shop air or pure oxygen.
Sirliar results were obtained In early tests at
Douglas,'0 ) using self-resistance heatinq methods for
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FIGURE 1.

IGNITION BEHAVIOR OF TITANIUM AS A FUNCTION OF THICKNESS AND AIR VELOCITY(6)
Later tests at Douglas(7) showed that, once

ignited, burning in a 0.025-inch-thick -hoet of the
TI-6AI-4V alloy couid be propagated by an air blasi
In this work, iqnitiot,
of considerable velocity.
was again achieved by melting the material with an
Compressed air at 90 psi
oxygen acetylene torch.
was then directed through a 1/8-inch nozzle held 2
Inchues from the heated area and parallel to the surfare of the sheet.
With the air jet
in this position,
Howbtirning continued after removal of the flame.
ever, movinq the air jet more than a d.i.stance of 2
inches away from the melted titanium would not caumso
continuation of the burning, which would stop immedlately on removal of the air jet.
The effects of air and oxygen at moderate pre%sures and velocities on the ignition characteristics
of titanium were also studied at Stanford University.p)
In one set of conditions, strips of unalloyed titanium
and two alloys were resistance heated in a tank containIng air or oxygen at pressures up to 7 atmospheres.
Table 1 lists
the materials and thicknesses evaluated
and the ignition temperatures determined under these
conditions.
As indicated, ignition of all of these
materials was observed at temperatures of 2850 F or
greater In air or oxygen.
No effect of thickness- was
observed.
No appreciable differences between the
ignition temperature In air and oxygen were found although It was noted that "the rate of burning after
ignition was considerably greater with oxygen than
with air". The same materials were also subjected
to free-jet wind-tunnel tests in which air, at a

velocity of Mach 1.25 was discharged through an area
of 0.76 square inch against the electrically heated
sample materials. The ignition temperatures determined under these conditions were substantially the
same as those given in Table 1.
TAULE 1.
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IGNITION TEUtATUS OBITANIUM SHEET IN
PESSRMIZED ATIMSPHREhS)

Sheet
Thickness,
inch
Material
RC 70 (C T
.Two
TI) 0.010-0.067

Ignition
Tempefature,
FGas

Prossure,
ati

2960 to 2960 Air, 02

1 to 7

WC70 (CP Ti)

0.025

2890 to 2940 Air, 02

1 to 7

RS-IOA. (Ti-abn)

0.025

2660 to 2910

(b), 02

1 to 7

RS-11OSX (Ti8mn-l .SA)

0.025

2850 to 2920

(b),

02

1 *oe7

(a) "Brightness" temperatures, determined optically.
lturi e of
rt at temppraturi
, but In air
) lillt
not dignite,
did
(W Mlted, but (b
7 atmospheres.
3260 * 100 F and pressures of I to
S~~~titanlim,

local melting... In Run 5, the heated shoe continued
sparking and maintained a strong glow for 5 seconds
after withdrawal.
The rubbing grooves were completely burned away." It was concluded that "titanium has
the ability to support combustion when It Is used In
certain conditions that could occtr in an engine,
such as moderate ambient temperatures, and highrubbing-velocity friction loads.
It would seem
reasonable to assume that as the ambient temperature increases, the probability of a fire would Increase."
other separate studies(9,10) were made to
explore the spark ignition tendencies of titaniium
In both cases, it
tinder aircraft crash conditions.
was shown that significant friction sparking would
result from the sliding friction of titanium on bare
or foamed concrete runways. Also, the sparks resultIng from the friction of titanium on concrete and
asphalt rimnways can ignite fuel mists, Including
iqaolene, kerosene JP-4 fuel, and preheated SAE No. 5
no reports were found
tims such However, ono
to in dic attee oil.(95
Iubricating
fskntions would Iqnitp thin
such
to Indicate that
sheaths.•'
s•kin

Thermi te Reactions
Friction Heating and Spark Ignition Studies,
Westinghouse(5) has described two laboratory
studies to investigate the ignition tknoencip- of
titanium under frictional contact.
In the first of these, titanium strips (approximately 0.125-inch-thick) were heated to 1200 F and
1400 F in a laboratory muffle furnace, then ptlled
out and subjected to "grinding" with a tool Oteel
burr operated at 10,000 rpm. At neither (if t.her-o
temperatures was any "signiflcant effects" prndlitced.
The 1400 F tests were then repeated using a blmst of
shop air and an oxygen-rich oxyacetylene flame In
separate attempts to promote ignition.
AMain, tiere
was no evidence of an Increased tendency for the
titanium to ignite.
The second series of tests utilized a ,pin rig
which was fitted with a pneumatic actuator that prresed two titanium shoes, 180 degrees apart, against, a
rotating disc (of unidentified material).
The actumator was operated by a solenoid air valve that allowed
the shoes to be extended and withdrawn. The shoe
temperature was recorded at the test operating speed
with the shoes withdrawn.
In the tests employinci
heated shoes, only one of the two shoes war heated.
A table of the test conditions follows:
Run No.
1
2
3
4
5

Disc Speed,
rpm
10,100
14,000
14,000
14,000
14,000

Actuator Air
Pressure, psi
75
75
35
35
35

To the knowledge of DMIC, no exhaintive- study
fir titanlin thermitp reactions has been made. However, a reaction of this type between heateri tit.an|um and Iron oxide has been known I.o exirtt -ince at
least 1953. Harvey Aluminuiq Incorporated ties ohnerved that. the ignition and reaction of titaniurm
alloy inqots in contact with i on oxide can occ,,r at.
tenqCratuirP! as low as 2200 F.(12) Furtheormore,
laboratory test% performed by thep Dotuqlas Aircraft
Company(7) have shown that a thernilte reaction cai
be initiatped and propagated on an unheated, o.02,Inch-thick sheet of the Ti-6A1-4V alloy by subhecIinq
this material to molten droplets of 1020 qt.eel In the
presence of a high-velocity air jet. In this work.
the steel was placed 6 inches alive the titaniim
alloy and compressed air at 90 psi was directed
parallel to the titanitum alloy through a I/R-Inch
nozzle held approximately 3 Inches from the mol ten
steel drops.
Some earlier test experiences of Rolls-Royce,
Limited are also of interest.
These arose from a
localized flamp-tube failure which allowed a jet. of
combustion oases to he directed on a main engine
sumplort which passed within a few Inches of the flame,
tuibe. The result was that the mild-steel engine
support was burned approximately in half. The following engine test was made to learn what happenhd
and to develop a fixt

Shoe
Temperature

I.

Room, And,.
Room, Amb.
Room, And,.
330 F
490 F

Baselines a ruptured combustor, similar tc.
the original failure, was fitted t.oan
engine and within 29 seconds, the field
failure was duplicated in the Rolls hoase
enrine.

2.

Configuration 1i flame/titanium ghield(a)/
1/16-inch space/engine support. After 10
minutes, the titanium was discolored but It
afforded ample protection to the engine
support.

"Runs 1, 2, and 3 produced considerable sparking lul.
showed no evidence of fire. The shoer evinced only
the grooves produced by rubbing on the disc rim. In
Run 4, the heated shoe continued to glow for about 3
seconds after withdrawal.
The perilmters or the rubbing grooves were irregular and showed evidence of

(a)

Commercially pure titanium sheet, 0.048-inch
thick.
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in2 flame/double titanium
L/16inch space/engine support.
'Protection wavis
even more satisfactory than
Configuration 1.
seel//B~
ti 3 flme~s
'am
tail91stell9
31
4. Cbnf im to
-Inc-asbestos/titanfium shield a /1/4-inch)
space/engine support, A rapid thermitetype disintegration took place resulting
In severil square Inches of the stainless
steel and titanium shield being consumed.
The throttle wes chopped wthen the burning
started andr'bUrning ceased In the Instant
'that f ol lowed, -when observation was obstructed bii smkok and flamed;",
3. Cofs
saidiaiid

Subsequent additional laboratory Losts were performed with unalloyed titanitm-shlelrts 7 Inches long
with a htalf-circle diameter of two Inches. Herp,
flaow Impingement times of 10 to 15 minlites did not
effect thei-shieldr which provided completo protection
to the strut. However, when a mild-steel sheet. was
Interposed -between the shield and the flame nource,

a thermite--type reaction was Initiated by oxide

splatter from the steel. This resulted In burnthrough of the titanium shield at the areas contacted
by oxide splatter. Similar reitults were obs-erved
when 8 stai.,iess 0tee/39sbestos/titantimi "anriwich
shieldriwas heated.
Enviro-nmonts of Gaseous Oxygen and
Or ge-Rich Mixtures
men

Several of the Investigations cited in the
previous section of this note indicated that 'the
substitutionr of pure oxygen for air at moderate
pe*ssures (to 7 atmospheres, Ref. 8) or velocities
(to 690 ft/sec, Ref. 6) hi'td no significant effect on
Howevert
the autoignition temperature of titaniumi.
as pointed out earlier, the Stanford University(8)
work showed that when oxygen-pr .essures of 1 to 7
atmospheres-were used In place of air,' the rate of
burning waes considerably greater.

Of all the metals studipld to date, tit-anium
exhibits the greatest sensitivity to Impact witen Immersied In LOY. In fmcf, it~s sensitivity apf-roaches
arid
that of many organic material- qiuch as ra'"
oils. Reactivity is observed In liquid oxycipo and
mixtures of liquid oxygen and liqujid rnitrou.Pii at 20
ft-pounds until the LOX concentration Is reduced to
30-per cent. Titanium can beppartially protected
from reactivity In LOX undepr Impact by cricfatti p-rntective coatings, provided the coat infis are not.
broken. Protection is qIveti by elet1.roler-n coprer
and nickel, possibly aluminumi, ando to a les'-er e'xtent by Teflon and a fluoride-phosphate (:oalinq.
Protection is also obtainedi by nitridinq which adds
a protective film to the stirface, anti by annieahlinu
which increares the thickness of t~he oxide rfilm.
Titaniuim exhibits; no qreat, reactivity in LOX
when deformed by com'pre'ssion, 1-y e-xposure Of a rrpfai
raurface by machining or riipltit. 'IT by exponore of
builk titanium to htciqh-prer-ore or l1iql-vimlncily 1.()X.
In qa-Porus oxygen, ti taniun[JiI hiri(1111y reactIi ve
formedl stirf ace Is ex1 .oqed at evpeu

when a freshly

Under coditilonn of l-Pisr-ite
wMnerat~e ;.renirtirr.
will iilialt at
ruptoire, a pressurep of abouit IN,' pI-r
a violent burning reaction witi- titanlinti from~ at'ouit
- 2 r 0o F iip to room temperatuore. Above Ynow trimenij'aluire, the pro'snure requiirerl to ltd tiate file reactii
a.lP'.I
Well 2 per' centd IF I-.
Is decreased somewhat..
Jimur
hueWt
di
an an intuih~tor or 5, per centL a,ioni ar. a
-ni
Fptperoir morist be Increase'd alwotjt twofoild at
teneperatUire hefore react ion ticcrs.r ItI aniomp--iu,"l'l
not he made to react. even at Vviy lhi'II. prg.irtc-ur wthen
oxywten content wan 31) per centttit less.r
or tasWhen a titanium vensel i.etnlainiuiti 1.t)X

eoius oxygen is ruptured by a tttilel, Ilya shiuil:teiao
micrometeoroid, "ir by other mechr~anical punctirel~
violent burning oueqInn at almort. 0 j'-1'1. 11 tluc'
vessel Is not fracttured by external imtpact1, viluration, acoustic energy, thermal effects, oI willII
slowly propagated cracks, %ocht ar fathuuget cracks,. no

reactivity Is noted.

Aerojet-Gsneral(13) has since Show*n,that the
autoignition temperature of titanium is significantly decreased at increasing pressures of oxygen. Here,
resistance-heated'tubes were placed In a pressure
chamber. Thermocouples, Inside the tubes,,were usod
to-measure temperature. In 50 psig oxygen, ignition
occurred about 250 F below the melting point ("about
3000 F"), while~with 300 psig' oxygen, ignition occurred about 1000 F below the melting point.

'Mien

bulk titanilum In heated Ii, hiqht-pre-sure
oxygen, Ignition and burninqg wlt orccur at. a tetutiperature somewhat below Its melt inq poi;nt. Similar reactions have been noted in CO2 . Junition of titanilum is also Initiated uinder conditions of explorive
or electrical shock.
The mechanism for the Ti-Ct2 rpactilon Is dor.cribed as a reaction between a fre~shly formedi Ii tanin aeu xgn
ufc
im
For additional details, on the above expertences, the reader Is referred t~o DMIC Memnit-andubun
163.

In early 1959,9 attention Was drawn to the* violent reactions which can be Initiated-on the exposure
of-titintium to liquid oxygen. Since that date, considerable study has been devoted to the factors necessary to promte reactions between titanium and
lIJ~pId'oxygen as well as gaseous oxygen. Most of the
Information available to MUC from this work wasrIESI.IRRF
d iscussed, In, 01E11C'Mesmoranduml 1,63. -As indicatemdFIEINARAT

there, ýthese, studies are'I primarily concerned with1.
condfitions thatt woudbe encountered in missile and

space service. However, It Is conceivable that some
of thesae conditions might also be encountered in advencod :aircraft. For' this. reason, it was'dieemed
advisable to reproduce bel .o.w.-those portions from the
summary' of DUIC Mbmm&anum'l63 concerning titanium.
(a) Commercially pure titanium sheet, 0.048-inch
thick.

INIIM

OF REPORTED TITANIUM

In general, the only Informallon disclorped lot
VMIC concerning fires in titaniuim aircraft cunpo-,O
nents related to aircraft gas-tuirbine engines on tent ,
stands. One report was received that. a cuorrait, cornmercial passenger transport, which utilizes i at,lum extensively In Its jet engine pods, had suffered
an engine fire In which titainium components were

i
I

"dramaticllly involved".

Subsequent efforts to veri-

fy this report with the aircraft manufacturer proved
fruitless.

stand.

Details of the cause of fire were withheld

as proprietary.
Company B

A resum6 of the reported experiences with fires
in jet engines is given as follows.
US Experiences
Wesingous
Iestinghoute Electric Corporation

Ecompressors

Westinghouse, who has since discontinued the
manufacture of aircraft jet engines, disclosed(5)
experiences with fires in three engines In the period around 1956.
Two fires were reported in engines constructed
with titanium rotor and stator blades and a titanium
These fires occurred on the test
compressor case.
Thus, in one
stands and were secondary failures.
Instance, rubbing together of titanium parts resulted
In the second instance, a
when a bearing collapsed.
braze joint failed, causing friction which initiated
the second fire.
Another fire occurred in a test-stand engine
which incorporated a titanium turbine housing and tiExtensive
tanium 1st- and 2nd-stage turbine liners.
damage occurred to the 1st- and 2nd-stage blades and
nozzles, turbine housing and liners, combustor housing and outer liner, and exha',st collector housing
In the final analysis, the probable
and innnr cone.
cause of the burnout was assumed to be an unfortunate
combination of conditions existing in the turbine
that resulted in actual ignition and sustained combustion, for a short time, of the titanium liners
and housing.
Though not definitely established, indications
were that a fuel fire may have occurred in an area
outsidp the turbine housing, as a result of fuel
Buckling of the housing
leakage from the combustor.
and a. resultant severe blade rub on the titanium
The combination of
liner could then have occurred.
excessive temperatures from the fuel fire, frictional heating from the blade rub• and perhaps the introduction of fine titanium powder into the area from
the blade rub could very likely have ignited the
more massive titanium housing, and also served to
"It is also
sustain combustion for a short time.
possible that the attempt to extinguish the fire
with C02 actually prolonged combustion, since it was
later learned from the literature that CC2 does tend
to intensify titanium fires."
As a result of this occurrence, the decision
was made to discontinue the use of titanium turbine
liners,
Also, during tests in early 1958 of a Tyne HP
compressor, Westinghouse observed that rubbing of
steel stator tips against steel rotor disks caused
hot steel particles -to fly downstream against a
"Severe thermiteseries of "titanium" rotor blades.
type burning of some blades resulted."
Couany A
This company had experienced one fire in a
"titanium compressor" of a jet engine on a test

"Two or three" fires have occurred in compressors of engines during testing. The cause of these
fires was rubbing of titanium on titanium, as a reThese fires occurred in
sult of a prior failure.
using rotor and stator blades of a thin
The contact stated that
section, honeycomb debign.
the fire hazard was eliminated by design changes to
replace the thin section components with parts having.
thicker sections.
Foreign Experiences
Canada

A report was received of fires in three engines
So intense
being tested in the period 1956-1957.
was the heat from each fire that all parts of the
These
compressor sections were totally destroyed.
engine• were experimental models and had titanium
rotor and stator blades, titanium stator rings, a
titanium compressor case, and Type 17-22 stainless
steel shafts.
An investigation was made but no satisfactory
explanation for the cause of the fires was found.
The rationalized cause of the fires was rubbing of
titanium rotor blades on the adjacent titanium
stator. The titanium stator blades and rings were
replaced with stainless steel and the titanium compressor case replaced with a magnesium-thortum alloy.
AlThe titanium rotor blades were not replaced.
though rubbing of rotor blades on the steel stator
occurred more frequently than in the engine with
titanium stators, no fires resulted.
Great Britain
The following information was extracted from
British Overseas Airways Corporation Headquarters
Fire Bulletin No. 69 (undated):
"Avon engines on Comets and Conway engines on
an
C do
r blades
Boein
eng i
taniummets
Boeing 707's have titanium stator and rotor blades
In two
at certain stages in the compressor section.
cases with Avon engines, fires have occurred involving the titanium, following blade failure and resultant friction leading to melting and ignition of the
metal...Following the two fires, one during ground
taxi-Ing and one on engine test beds, detailed investigation and tests were carried out by BOAC and
Rolls-Royce to determine the extent of the titanium
problem and the possibility of any magnesium alloy
From these
in the compressor casing being Ignited.
tests, it can be stated that in the remote event of
a blade fire, the titanium blades will be burned out
High temperatures will be inin under one minute.
volved, and there may be considerable secondary fire
damage to the engine, but tests have shown that the
mass of the magnesium casing, coupled with its relatively high thermal conductivity, is sufficient to
prevent burning, although localized melting and
Due to the high melting
embrittlement may arise.
point of titanium (1800 C), considerable radiant
heat will be produced and take a long time to
dissipate."
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